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The permanent exhibition is housed at the site of the attempted coup of July 20, 1944. 
Taking this historical event as its cue, the memorial center has the task of documenting 
and presenting the entire social breadth and ideological diversity of the resistance 
against National Socialism. The permanent exhibition is central in the work of  
the German Resistance Memorial Center. It aims to show how different the individual 
paths to resistance could be. The memorial center has a complex and integrative  
understanding of resistance, and takes many different parameters and temporal  
developments into account.

The exhibition deliberately refrains from showing objects or presenting topics in a 
simplified context. The presentation of individual lives and the formation of resistance 
networks, of motives, aims, and actions of the people and groups in the resistance, 
and also of the reactions by the National Socialist state to the challenge of resistance, 
reveals the diverse dimensions of all efforts against the National Socialist dictatorship.

Resistance can be identified as an act of the individual against the backdrop of  
extensive conformity in broader society. The behavior of the Germans during the  
National Socialist dictatorship must therefore be viewed as caught between the poles 
of enthusiasm, assimilation, and obedience, and dissent, opposition, and resistance.

The essential question of what the individual could do under the conditions of the  
National Socialist dictatorship has lost nothing of its significance in the present  
day, and has become even more important in modern memorial education work  
and its present and future challenges in a society under the increasing influence of  
internationality and migration. This issue ties in with comprehensive historical- 
political educational work based on human rights and tolerance as the foundation  
of democracy and the rule of law. The exhibition can therefore be linked to the  
question of how the resistance took a stand for the human rights threatened and  
violated by the state, but also by tendencies in society. 

The exhibition aims to provide stimuli for an ongoing examination of the ideals and 
goals of the resistance against National Socialism, thus awakening a sense of the  
diversity and contradictory nature of active opposition to National Socialism. It  
presents people and groups who refused to be co-opted by National Socialism and 
who maintained their convictions in democracy and the rule of law, yet who also  
frequently overcame positions that they had initially shared with National Socialism at 
least partially. Many defended the norms and values of the worlds in which they lived 
by taking action against the abuse of power and the violation of human rights with 
particular traditions in mind. This circumstance requires the exhibition to take great 
care to present the respective specific parameters of political action along with their 
limits and possibilities. The basic perspective must be that of those who opposed the 
National Socialist system. 

Based on these considerations, the exhibition is structured according to a chronological  
and systematic sequence of topic areas. Following an introduction (1) and a  
presentation of the attempts to defend the Weimar Republic (2), the exhibition  
addresses the plans and reality of National Socialism (3), before documenting  
resistance from the workers’ movement (4), resistance out of Christian faith (5), and 
resistance by artists and intellectuals (6).

Georg Elser’s assassination attempt of November 8, 1939, forms a stand-alone topic (7).
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In the former representative offices of the commander in chief of the army (during  
wartime, the commander of the Reserve Army and chief of army equipment),  
the exhibition presents the beginnings and development of the military opposition  
and the civilian and military activities that led to the attempted coup of July 20, 1944 (8).  
Stauffenberg’s former office documents his life, the preparations for, and the  
assassination attempt of July 20, 1944 (9); the former map room then details the coup’s  
political aims and the network of conspirators (10). In the former office of Colonel 
General Friedrich Fromm, the attempted coup of July 20, 1944, its failure, and the  
National Socialist terror that followed are presented (11). This section of the exhibition 
ends with a presentation of the aims and individuals of the Kreisau Circle (12). 
The spatial center of the permanent exhibition, accessible via the main staircase, 
houses the reception area, a reading zone, restrooms, and cloakrooms. The rooms 
formerly used by the General Army Office (13 to 18) are dedicated to resistance 
against National Socialism by groups, networks, and social milieus. This section is 
closely linked to the presentation of resistance by young people (13) and the activities 
of the Red Orchestra (14) and the White Rose (15). Importantly, the Kreisau Circle,  
the White Rose, and the large Berlin resistance group Red Orchestra were all formed 
during the war. Two other closely linked topics are exile and resistance, and the fight 
against National Socialism from outside Germany (16). On the topics of resistance  
by Jews and resistance by Sinti and Roma (17), and resistance during wartime life (18), 
the exhibition shows how these forms of resistance changed under the intensifying 
conditions of National Socialist terror. 

It aims to show visitors examples of people and groups involved in resistance, but also 
offers more in-depth information through media panels and workstations. The focus  
is on life stories and the scope of possible choices under the conditions of the National 
Socialist dictatorship and on presentations of social settings and networks.

The key aspect of the wide-ranging study of resistance against National Socialism—
which cannot be emphasized enough—is the question of the individual’s scope for  
action under the conditions of the dictatorship. The study of resistance against National  
Socialism thus entails not only a historical, but also a fundamental dimension, as it 
sharpens perception of the violation of basic democratic rights and human rights in 
every time and place, and of possible responses to such violations.
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German Resistance Memorial Center
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